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a b s t r a c t

In this paper the seismic response of short skew bridges with deck–abutment pounding joints is revisited.
The permanent deck rotations and transverse displacements of such bridges after the recent earthquake
in Chile created an incentive to revisit their non-conventional behaviour. A novel non-smooth rigid
body approach is proposed to analyze the seismic response of pounding skew bridges which involves
oblique frictional multi-contact phenomena. The coupling of the response, due to contact, is analysed in
depth. It is shown that the tendency of skew bridges to exhibit transverse displacements and/or rotate
(and hence unseat) after deck–abutment collisions is not a factor of the skew angle alone, but rather of
the plan geometry plus friction. This is expressed with proposed dimensionless criteria. The study also
unveils that the coupling is more pronounced in the low range of the frequency spectrum (short-period
excitations/flexible structures) and presents novel dimensionless response spectra for the transverse
displacements and rotations, triggered by oblique contact in a skew bridge subsystem. Despite the
complexity of the response, the proposed spectra highlight a clear pattern. The dimensionless rotations,
arising from contact, decline as the ratio of the structural versus excitation frequency increases and
become practically negligible in the upper range of the frequency spectrum. Finally, a pilot application
to a typical skew bridge is presented.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This paper focuses on the seismic response of short skew
bridgeswith deck–abutment joints, while it derives from a broader
study [1–4] on the problem of earthquake-induced pounding in
bridges. The recent earthquake in Chile [5,6] has created an in-
centive to revisit the non-conventional behaviour of skew bridges.
As earthquake reconnaissance reports [7] indicate, skew bridges
often rotate in the horizontal plane, thus tending to drop off the
supports at the acute corners [8]. This behaviour is triggered by
oblique contact and results in coupling of longitudinal and trans-
verse response, binding in one of the obtuse corners and subse-
quently rotation in the direction of increasing the skew angle [8]
(see also Fig. 1). Despite the recorded evidence from previous
earthquakes which underline the importance of this mechanism,
as well as the empirical vulnerabilitymethodologies that acknowl-
edge skew as a primary vulnerability factor of bridges [9], there are
only a few analytical attempts to comprehend this mechanism.

One of the first contributionswasmade byMaragakis et al. [10],
motivated by extensive damage during the 1971 San Fernando [7]
earthquake. Maragakis et al. [10] focused on the interaction of
short skewbridgeswith the abutments and the resulting rigid body
rotational vibrations. In that study, the bridge deck was simulated
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with a rigid stick model and pounding with the abutments was
taken into account with a spring activated after the gap closure.
The analysis performed therein showed significant transverse
displacements at the end supports due to rotations. Planar rigid
body deck rotations were found to be primarily produced by
impact of the skew deck with the abutment and not by non-
symmetric (e.g. eccentricity in plan with respect to the centre
of mass) restoring characteristics of the substructure, or impact
between deck and wing walls. More than 20 years later, Abdel-
Mohti and Pekcan [11] compared detailed 3D finite element
modelling with simplified beam stick models of skew bridges and
argued that the beam stick model is capable of capturing the
coupling of the response and themainmodes of the bridge, at least
for moderate skew angles.

In their recent study, Saadeghvaziri and Yardani-Motlagh [12]
examined the seismic vulnerability of Multi-Span Simply-
Supported (MSSS) bridges. They marked that impact can impose
high shear demands on the bearings of MSSS skew bridges, rais-
ing their failure probability. The coupling of the response displace-
ments aswell as rotations, caused by skewdeck–abutment contact,
was also underlined by Bignell et al. [13]. Bignell et al. conducted a
series of push-over analyses with structural configurations repre-
sentative of typical Illinois bridges. The ultimate load capacity of a
bridge was reduced, due to the skew angle, up to nearly two thirds
compared to the corresponding non-skew bridge. In addition, the
presence of a skew angle introduced failuremechanisms unseen in
the non-skew case, e.g. abutment bearing failure. Maleki [14] stud-
ied single span skew bridges using a SDOF model in an attempt to
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Notations

α skew angle (as defined in Fig. 2)
ag , ωg a length and a time scale of the excitation appropri-

ately selected as in [3]
üg ground acceleration, upper dots stand for differen-

tiation with respect to time.
W , L Width, Length of a bridge deck in plan (as defined in

Fig. 2)
δ gap size at rest
η0, η1 dimensionless skew ratio for frictionless and fric-

tional contact respectively, defined in Eq. (1)
ΛNi, ΛTi impulse in the normal and the tangential direction

of contact i respectively
3N , 3T the column vector of impulses ΛNi and ΛTi respec-

tively
λ, λN , λT , λH vector of the contact force, in the normal

direction (subscript ‘N ’) and the tangential direction
for sliding (subscript ‘T ’) and sticking (subscript ‘H ’)
contacts.

ri lever arms in the normal direction of contact i (Eqs.
(8))

rT lever arms in the tangential direction of contact i,
rT = Lcα/2

ω0, ω0x, ω0y translational angular frequency, subscripts ‘x’
and ‘y’ indicate the translational direction when is
needed

Ω0 rotational angular frequency
ξ viscous damping ratio
x, xm translational displacement in x–x direction, sub-

script ‘m’ stands for maximum
y, ym translational displacement in y–y direction, sub-

script ‘m’ stands for maximum
θ, θm planar rotation around the vertical axis, subscript

‘m’ stands for maximum
q vector of the relative to the ground displacements,

qT
= (x y θ)

u vector of the relative to the ground velocities (q̇ = u
holds almost everywhere)

Tm mean period. Tm =
∑

i


C2
i /fi


/
∑

i C
2
i where Ci are

the Fourier amplitudes of the accelerogram and fi
the discrete Fourier transform frequencies between
0.25 and 20 Hz.

h vector of the non-impulsive forces
m, Im, M mass, rotational moment of inertia andmassmatrix

respectively
ρ radius of gyration
E identity matrix
εNi, ¯̄εN coefficient of restitution in the normal direction of

contact i and diagonal matrix: ¯̄εN = diag {εNi}
µi, ¯̄µ coefficient of friction of contact point i and diagonal

matrix: ¯̄µ = diag {µi}
¯̄µG, ¯̄µH the ¯̄µmatrices for sliding (subscript ‘T ’) and sticking

contacts (subscript ‘H ’)
gNi relative distance of the potential contact i
γNi, γTi the velocities of contact i in the normal and the

tangential direction of respectively
γN , γT vector of contact velocities γNi and γTi
γNA, γNE the contact velocities vector before (subscript ‘A’)

and after (subscript ‘E’) contact in the normal
direction

γTA the tangential contact velocity vector before
γTE = γTR − γTL the tangential post-contact velocity vector,

which is decomposed into thepositive (subscript ‘R’)
and negative (subscript ‘L’) part

γ̇H = γ̇HR − γ̇HL the tangential contact acceleration vector of
the sticking contacts, which is decomposed into the
positive (subscript ‘R’) and negative (subscript ‘L’)
part

WN ,WT direction matrices in the normal (subscript ‘N ’) and
the tangential (subscript ‘T ’) direction of contacts

WH ,WG direction matrices of the potentially sticking con-
tacts (subscript ‘H ’) and sliding contacts (subscript
‘G’)

WQ the abbreviationWQ = WN + WG ¯̄µG + WT ¯̄µT
( )T denotes the transpose matrix
3D Three Dimensional
C.M. Centre of Mass
MSSS Multi-Span Simply-Supported
PGA Peak Ground Acceleration
SDOF Single Degree of Freedom
MDOF Multi Degree of Freedom
LCP Linear Complementarity Problem

Fig. 1. Typical damage of overcrossings after the Chile earthquake of February 27,
2010.
Source: Taken from [5].

estimate the forces developed during collision. Lou and Zerva [15]
emphasized the need for more realistic spatially variable ground
motions when analysing the seismic response of a skew bridge
with deck–abutment joints.

Meng et al. [16,17] examined the torsional effects introduced in
short skew bridges by (accidental or other) eccentricity but did not
consider deck–abutment contact. The most relevant conclusion of
these studies [18,16], to the present work, is that the rotation of
skew bridgeswith high rotationalΩ0 to translationalω0 frequency
ratios (Ω0/ω0) may be less sensitive to the deck-aspect ratio
Width/Length = W/L and the skew angle α (Fig. 2).

Some of the salient features of the rotational mechanism
associated with the deck–abutment collisions of skew bridges
were brought forward in [2]. Studying the oblique impact of a
planar skew rigid body against an inelastic half-space (Fig. 2),
that study revealed that what matters during full-edge impact is
the total geometry of the (skew) deck in plan. In particular the
dimensionless skew ratio η0 and η1 for frictionless and frictional
impact respectively are important:

η0 =
sin 2α
2 (W/L)

, η1 = η0


1 +

µ

tanα


(1)

When η0 < 1 (Fig. 2-top) the angular momentums r1ΛN1 and
r2ΛN2 of the two impulses ΛN1 and ΛN2 are in different directions
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Fig. 2. Geometrical interpretation (plan view) of the rotationalmechanism triggered by deck–abutment impact in skew bridges. Top: no rotation is developed after full-edge
frictionless impact. Bottom: full-edge frictionless impact results in rotation. Middle: frictional full-edge impact results in rotation when the resultant impulses are in the
same direction with respect to the centre of mass.

with respect to the centre of mass (C.M.) and cancel out.
Consequently, no angular velocity and hence rotation is developed;
a non-intuitive behaviour [2]. On the contrary, when η0 > 1 (Fig. 2
bottom) the angular momentums of the two impulses are in the
same direction, contact at the acute corner is lost [2] and angular
velocity is developed. The same principle applies for the more
complex case of frictional collisions [2]; frictional impact (Fig. 2-
middle) leads to rotation when the angular momentums of the
two impulses are in the same direction with respect to the C.M.
(η1 > 1).

The motivation for this study originates from (i) the increased
vulnerability of skew bridges acknowledged by most empirical
vulnerability methodologies (ii) the need to elucidate the seismic
response of skew bridges with (deck–abutment) joints and
(iii) the large number of such existing bridges worldwide. The
scope of the present paper is to examine how the geometry of
the deck alters frictionless or frictional, deck–abutment, contact
and thus, the seismic behaviour of skew bridges. The main
contributions of this study are on one hand, the novel non-smooth
dynamics approach of analysing the seismic response and on the
other hand, the use of formal dimensional analysis for describing
the response of pounding skew bridges.

2. Proposed approach

2.1. Non-smooth dynamics

The dynamic response of skew bridges with joints is revis-
ited with a non-smooth dynamics methodology which is event-
based [19] and originates frommultibody dynamicswith unilateral
contacts [20]. A key feature of an event-based methodology is the
decomposition of the non-smooth response, such as the dynamic

response of pounding bridge segments (see also [1]), into discon-
tinuous events (e.g. impacts and contacts) and continuous impact-
free motion [21]. Unlike many relevant studies which adopt a
contact element (compliance) approach, unilateral contact [4] is
used to describe the interaction between the (skew) deck and the
abutment. The bridge deck, in between the deck–abutment expan-
sion joints, is considered as a planar rigid body.

The equation of motion of a multibody system with unilateral
contacts can be written as [20]:

M(t, q)u̇ − h(t, q, u, üg) − WNλN − WTλT = 0 (2)

where M is the mass matrix and WN and WT are the direction
matrices of the constraints (contacts) in the normal (subscript
‘N ’) and the tangential (subscript ‘T ’) direction (N, T are used
throughout this paper in the same sense), q is the vector of
the relative to the ground displacements, u the corresponding
velocities forwhich q̇ = u holds almost everywhere, üg the ground
acceleration, h the vector of the non-impulsive forces and λ is
the contact force vector which can be considered as a Lagrange
multiplier (see also [19]).

Herein, the most fundamental (and well-known) impact laws
are adopted in a set-valued form according to [2]. Impact is
assumed to behave according to Newton’s law in the normal
direction and according to Coulomb’s friction law in the tangential
direction. Hence, only two impact parameters are needed to
describe frictional impact, the normal coefficient of restitution
εN and the coefficient of friction µ. The Newton’s coefficient of
restitution is taken as the ratio of the (relative) contact velocities
after γNE , and before γNA, impact: γNE = −εNγNA (subscript ‘E’
denotes the expansion phase and subscript ‘A’ the approach phase
of impact). The coefficient of restitution varies between zero and
one in the normal direction, and is assumed to be zero in the
tangential direction in order to realize Coulomb’s friction law.
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Fig. 3. Relative distance of the two potential contacts gN1 and gN2 for planarmotion
of a skew bridge deck segment (rigid body). Grey line—initial position, black line—
position after translational and rotational motion. The system (in the grey frame) is
subjected to ground motion ug .

According to the adopted approach, the (multi-point and
oblique) contact of skew bridges with joints is formulated as a Lin-
ear Complementarity Problem (LCP). In the classical form, an LCP
is a system of linear equations (e.g. Eq. (3) later on) for which ad-
ditional complementarity conditions hold (Eqs. (4)) [22]. Lemke’s
pivotal algorithm [22] is employed to solve the LCP numerically.
Impacts:

The velocity jumps associated with impacts are capturedwith a
LCP formulated on the velocity level, presented in detail in [2]. By
defining γN = WT

Nu and γT = WT
Tu as the vectors of the contact

velocities in the normal and the tangential direction of contact
respectively, and the pertinent impulse vectors with 3N and 3T,
an LCP is formulated that treats a frictional multi-impact:γNE + ¯̄εNγNA

γTR
¯̄µ3N − 3T

 =

W T
NM

−1 WN − WT ¯̄µ


W T
NM

−1WT 0
W T

T M
−1 WN − WT ¯̄µ


W T

T M
−1WT E

2 ¯̄µ −E 0


×

 3N
¯̄µ3N + 3T

γTL

+

 ¯̄εN + E

γNA

EγTA
0

 (3)

γNE + ¯̄εNγNA
γTR

¯̄µ3N − 3T

 ≥ 0,

 3N
¯̄µ3N + 3T

γTL

 ≥ 0,

γNE + ¯̄εNγNA
γTR

¯̄µ3N − 3T

T  3N
¯̄µ3N + 3T

γTL

 = 0 (4)

where: γTR, γTL are the positive and negative parts of the tangential
post-impact velocity (see also [2]), γTA is the tangential pre-impact
velocity, E is the identity matrix, ¯̄µ = diag {µi} and ¯̄εN = diag
{εNi}, with i being the index of the impact points.

The LCP described by Eqs. (3) and (4) yields a great variety of
solutions and is capable of encapsulating different impact states
such as ‘‘slip’’, ‘‘stick’’ and reversal of sign, both for single and for
double impact [2].
Continuous contact and detachment:

Unlike the LCP dealing with the impacts which is formulated on
the velocity level, the LCP for continuous contacts and detachment
(not considered in [2]) is formulated on the acceleration level. Let
γ̇N and λN be the acceleration and force vectors (in the normal di-
rection) of the active contacts, γ̇HR and γ̇HL the positive and neg-
ative parts of the tangential acceleration vector respectively, and
λH the pertinent force vector of the potentially sticking contacts

(subscript ‘H ’). Then the associated LCP can be written as [19]: γ̇N
γ̇HL

¯̄µHλN + λH

 =

 W T
NM

−1WQ −W T
NM

−1WH 0
−W T

HM
−1WQ W T

HM
−1WH E

2 ¯̄µH −E 0


×

 λN
¯̄µHλN − λH

γ̇HR

+

 W T
NM

−1h
−W T

NM
−1h

0

 (5)

 γ̇N
γ̇HL

¯̄µHλN + λH

 ≥ 0,

 λN
¯̄µHλN − λH

γ̇HR

 ≥ 0,

 γ̇N
γ̇HL

¯̄µHλN + λH

T  λN
¯̄µHλN − λH

γ̇HR

 = 0 (6)

where:WH ,WG are the direction matrices and ¯̄µH , ¯̄µG the diagonal
matrices with the coefficients of friction of the potentially sticking
contacts (subscript ‘H ’) and sliding contacts (subscript ‘G’) andWQ

the abbreviation: WQ = WN + WG ¯̄µG + WH ¯̄µH .
Contact kinematics of skew bridges with deck–abutment joints:

Fig. 3 presents a skew bridge segment (rigid body) moving
in plan against an inelastic half-space. The system is excited by
a ground motion ug . The generalised coordinates vector can be
considered as the three degrees of freedom of a planar rigid body
relative to the ground: qT

= (x y θ), where x, y are the two
translational DOF along the two horizontal axes and one rotational
θ around the vertical axis (Fig. 3).

The relative distance of the two potential contacts gN1, gN2 (gap
functions) can be derived, using trigonometry as [2,23]:

gN1 = (δ − x) cα + ysα +
1
2
[Lcα(1 − cos θ) + 2r1 sin θ ]

gN2 = (δ − x) cα + ysα −
1
2
[Lcα (cos θ − 1) + 2r2 sin θ ]

(7)

where δ is the gap size, α the skew angle, L the length and W the
width of the rigid body respectively, and the following notations
are used:
cα = cosα, sα = sinα, r1 = (Lsα + W/cα) /2,
r2 = (Lsα − W/cα) /2.

(8)

Quantities r1, r2 are the corresponding lever arms in the normal
direction and rT = Lcα/2 (used in Eqs. (9)) in the tangential di-
rection of the two contact points, for small rotations. The relative
velocities of the two impacts in the normal γN1 and γN2 and the
tangential direction γT1 and γT2, are given by [2]:

γNi =


−cα sα

1
2
[Lcα sin θ + 2ri cos θ ]


  

W T
Ni

ẋ
ẏ
θ̇


  

u

γTi =


sα cα

1
2
[−2ri sin θ + 2rT cos θ ]


  

W T
Ti

ẋ
ẏ
θ̇


  

u

,

i = 1, 2.

(9)

2.2. Dimensional analysis

In order to present the results of the subsequent analysis
in a way that is condensed and meaningful for a wide range
of bridge configurations, dimensional analysis is implemented.
The application of the proposed method hinges upon a distinct
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length scale (ag ) and a time scale (ωg ) that characterise the
ground shaking. In records with distinct pulses, the acceleration
amplitude and duration of the pulse are usually selected (see [1]
and references therein), while for records without distinct pulses
the peak ground acceleration (ag = PGA) and the mean period
Tm [24] (ωg = 2π/Tm) can be used [3]. Tm =

∑
i


C2
i /fi


/
∑

i C
2
i ,

where Ci are the Fourier amplitudes of the accelerogram and fi the
discrete Fourier transform frequencies between 0.25 and 20 Hz.

With reference to Fig. 3, the parameters that determine the
response of the simplestmechanical configuration of a skewbridge
are the:

• (elastic) dynamic characteristics of the system: the angular
frequency and the damping ratio of the translational (ω0, ξ ) and
the rotational (Ω0, ξ ) degrees of freedom accordingly.

• contact parameters: coefficient of restitution, εN and coefficient
of friction µ.

• geometrical characteristics: length L, width W , skew angle α
and gap size at rest δ.

• characteristics of the excitation, acceleration amplitude ag and
angular frequency ωg appropriately selected as in [3].

The response quantities can thus be written as a function of the
general form:

θm, xm, ym = f

ω0, Ω0, ξ , δ, εN , µ,W , L, α, ag , ωg


. (10)

The response function is thus governed by 1 independent
(e.g. maximum displacement along the x–x axis xm, maximum dis-
placement along the y–y axis ym or maximum rotation θm) and 11
dependent variables which involve only 2 reference dimensions,
those of length [L] and time [T ]. According to Buckingham’s ‘‘Π ’’
theorem [25,26], the number of independent dimensionless Π-
products is now: (12 variables) – (2 reference dimensions)= 10Π-
terms.

Here the following dimensionless form is proposed for the
response function:

θmρω2
g

ag
,
xmω2

g

ag
,
ymω2

g

ag

= Φ


ω0

ωg
,

ω0

Ω0
, ξ ,

δω2
g

ag
, εN , µ,

W
L

,
δ

L
, α


. (11)

The novel proposition of the present paper is the dimensionless
rotation term θmρω2

g/ag . The maximum response rotation θm,
arising from oblique contact, is normalized by both the persistence
of the excitation ag/ω2

g and to the radius of gyration ρ (ρ2
=

Im/m), wherem is themass and Im the rotationalmoment of inertia
of the bridge deck. The product ag/ω2

g is of unique importance since
it measures the excitation’s persistency to impose deformation see
Dimitrakopoulos et al. [3] and references therein. On the other
hand, the latter (ρ) is a length parameter which depends solely
on the geometric characteristics of the skew deck (L,W , α) and
for a planar skew body it holds: 12ρ2

= L2 + W 2/ cos2 α [16].
An in-depth analysis of the associated impact [2] shows that the
radius of gyration is closely related to the impact response of such
structures. Consequently, the response rotation θ max ρω2

g/ag is
normalized naturally to both a characteristic length scale (ag/ω2

g )
of the excitation and to a characteristic length scale of the
structure’s inertial resistance to rotation (ρ), both of which are
independent of the response. Similarly, the maximum response
displacements, xm, ym, and the gap δ are normalized by the
persistency of the excitation (terms xmω2

g/ag , ymω2
g/ag and δω2

g/ag
respectively), as for pounding and inelastic structures [3].

As Section 3 illustrates the most important feature of the
proposed dimensionless terms in Eq. (11) is that they bring
forward the remarkable property of self-similarity, a special type

of symmetry-invariancewhich is of unique importance in the non-
linear response.

2.3. Overview of the proposed approach

Fig. 4 presents a flowchart of the proposed approach and
demonstrates how the different components of this study work
together. On one hand, the non-smooth approach introduced in [2]
for analysing the oblique impact of skew bridges (impact-LCP
in Fig. 4) is extended in order to capture continuous contacts,
detachment and transitions between different contact states
(detachment-LCP in Fig. 4). On the other hand (Fig. 4-left),
the dimensional analysis framework of describing the response
of pounding oscillators [1,4] is extended from SDOF structures
(pounding structures) to a planar rigid bodyMDOF structure (skew
bridges).

3. The seismic response of a skew bridge subsystem

The seismic response of skew bridges with deck–abutment
expansion joints is re-examined adopting the notions ofmultibody
dynamicswith unilateral contacts. Beforemoving on to the seismic
response of more realistic bridge models, a bridge subsystem
(Fig. 3) is firstly considered. As a first approach, the structural
response (apart from contact) is assumed elastic, the restoring
characteristics along the two translational directions identical, and
no eccentricity (accidental or other, e.g. [16,18]) is considered.
Hence, there is no lack of symmetry and the centre of mass
coincides with the centre of rigidity where the restoring and
inertial properties (the mass and the rotational moment of
inertia) are concentrated. Damping is assumed constant for all
(translational and rotational) modes of vibration (ξ = 5%).

3.1. Dimensionless description of the seismic response: self-similarity

Fig. 5-left plots the response time histories of the bridge
subsystem (Fig. 3) in terms of dimensional displacements [m],
for different excitation intensities. The base excitation is a cosine
pulse along the x–x axis and the remaining characteristics of the
structure and the excitation are presented in Fig. 5(top). Empty
circles in the response displacement time histories denote impacts.

When the dimensionless gap δω2
g/ag is fixed, the response

curves for different excitation intensities (Fig. 5-left) become
self-similar and when expressed in the proposed dimensionless
terms (Fig. 5-right) they collapse to a single – master curve (self-
similarity). Hence, what is important to the response is not the size
of the gap alone (δ), but rather the gap size compared to the per-
sistency of the excitation (δω2

g/ag). In previous studies [1,3,4] the
property of self-similarity was unveiled for simpler structural con-
figurations of straight bridges; elastic and inelastic structures with
(or without) central contact. Herein, the remarkable property of
self-similarity emerges even though the response is non-smooth,
it involves friction and refers to multiple geometrical directions.

3.2. Rotational response triggered by oblique frictionless contact

Compared with central contact, applicable to straight bridges
[4], a major difference in the case of skew bridges, is the coupling
of the response among the translational and the rotational degrees
of freedom triggered by the oblique contact. With each oblique
contact the system is excited in the transverse direction (y–y)
and, depending on the geometry of the bridge deck, the rotational
degree of freedommay be also excited.

Fig. 6 presents the time history displacements (1st row),
rotations (2nd row) and the relative distance (gap functions) of
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed approach: The structural response is analysed with an event-based algorithm stemming from non-smooth dynamics (right) and described
with the aid of dimensional analysis (left).

Fig. 5. Left: response time histories: (1st row) relative to the ground displacements along the x–x axis, (2nd row) along the y–y axis, and (3rd row) rotations, for different
excitation intensities. Right: when the response is described in the proposed dimensionless terms (same results per row), the response curves for different excitation
intensities (left) collapse to a single curve (right) (Self-similarity).
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Fig. 6. Seismic response of a skew bridge subsystem for frictionless contact (damping ratio ξ = 5%). Time histories of translational displacements (first row), rotation
(second row) and contact distance (third row). Contact results in rotation of the bridge deck, not the for the larger skew angle (α = 30° left) but for the larger dimensionless
skew ratio (η0 > 1 right).

Fig. 7. Maximum dimensionless response rotation θmaxρω2
g/ag versus the dimensionless skew ratio η0 , for different skew angles α and given rotational–translational

(Ω0/ω0) frequency ratios.
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Fig. 8. Seismic response of a skew bridge subsystem for frictional contact (damping ratio ξ = 5%). Time histories of translational displacements (first row), rotation (second
row) contact distance (third row) and contact tangential velocity (fourth row).

the two potential contact points gN1, gN2 (3rd row) of the skew
bridge subsystem of Fig. 3. The system is excited with a cosine
pulse (Fig. 6-top right) along the x–x axis and contact is assumed
frictionless (µ = 0). Impacts (discontinuous time instants) are
denotedwith an empty circle, while the end of continuous contacts
with filled cycles. Contact takes place either at a cornerwhen gN1 =

0 or gN2 = 0 (point contact) or along a side when gN1 = gN2 = 0
(full-edge contact). Since it is assumed that the centre of mass
(C.M.) coincideswith the centre of rigidity, the response is confined
in the direction of the excitation (x–x) until the first (full-edge)
contact occurs (Fig. 6).

Depending on the geometry of the bridge deck, the oblique (full-
edge)-impact causes the rotation of the deck when the angular
momentums of the two impulses are in the same direction with
respect to the C.M. (Fig. 2-bottom). Otherwise, contact leads to
translational motion without rotation (Fig. 2-top). In order to
distinguish these two cases, the dimensionless skew ratio η0 =

sin 2α/(2W/L) was introduced in Dimitrakopoulos [2].
The only difference between the two cases (columns) of Fig. 6

lies in the shape of the bridge deck and hence in the geometry of
contact. The remaining characteristics are identical in both cases.
The skew segment on the left (Fig. 6) yields a dimensionless skew
ratio equal to: η0 = 0.87 < 1. Hence [2], despite the numerous
(full-edge) contacts (Fig. 6—points where gN1 = gN2 = 0) no ro-
tation is developed throughout the response history. On the other

hand, the dimensionless skew ratio in the right column of Fig. 6 is
greater than the critical value of unity: η0 = 1.07 > 1, as a re-
sult the system vibrates in the rotational degree of freedom after
the first (full-edge) contact. The relative distance of the two poten-
tial contact points gN1, gN2 varies and point contacts appear in the
remaining time history. In between successive contacts the re-
sponse in the transverse and the rotational degree of freedom is a
free vibrationwith initial velocities the last post-contact velocities.
Consequently, the bridge with the smaller skew angle α = 20° ro-
tates, whereas the bridge with the larger α = 30° does not rotate.

The dependency of the maximum response rotation on the
dimensionless skew ratio η0 is demonstrated in Fig. 7 for given
values of the skew angle α. Again, the configuration of Fig. 3
is analysed for a cosine pulse excitation along the x–x axis and
results are presented in dimensionless terms. The maximum
dimensionless response rotations vary monotonically with the
dimensionless skew ratio η0. Maxima rotations do not scale with
the skew angle α, but with the sin 2α values, i.e. the numerator
of the dimensionless skew ratio η0. This general trend, observed
also in the pertinent spectra shown in Figs. 9 and 10, is somewhat
different than the early findings ofMaragakis [27]which suggested
that the response rotation is more sensitive to initial changes in
the angle of skew than to changes between 40° and 60°. The
response rotation triggered by contact, is very sensitive to small
values of the dimensionless skew ratio (say η0 = 1–3) and almost
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Fig. 9. Self-similar response spectra, in dimensionless terms, of a skew bridge subsystem (Fig. 3) with dimensionless skew ratio η0 = 1.0 but different skew angles
α(εN = 0.5, µ = 0). Longitudinal displacements (1st row), transverse displacements (2nd row) and planar rotations (3rd row). Ground excitation: cosine pulse (left
column) and sine pulse (right column).

indifferent to values higher than 6, while rotation appears only for
η0 values greater than unity (Fig. 7). This is an important point from
a practical point of view, since most skew bridges yield a η0 value
which ranges up to 2. Another, rather straightforward, conclusion
drawn from Fig. 7 is that the higher the rotational to translational
frequency ratio Ω0/ω0 the smaller the response rotations become.

3.3. Rotational response triggered by oblique frictional contact

The seismic behaviour of skew bridges with joints is further
complicated by the presence of friction. A frictional contact may
lead to slip (γT ≠ 0) in one of the two tangential directions of
contact or additionally to stick (γT = 0). Frictional contact leads
also to sudden changes in the tangential direction of contact
velocity which appear as spikes in the velocity time history γT

(Fig. 8-last row). Frictional contacts may also be instantaneous
(impacts) or have a finite duration. In Fig. 8 (right) such a
continuous contact is depicted, during which the deck remains in
contact (at the acute corner) and slides over the abutment until
contact terminates with detachment (filled cycle). These inherent
characteristics of non-smooth systems, underline the importance
of proper modelling of the deck–abutment, frictional and multi-
point, contact in skew bridges.

The rotationalmechanism triggered by frictional contact is sim-
ilar to that of frictionless contact [2], i.e. rotation arises when the
angular momentums of the two impulses are in the same direc-
tion with respect to the C.M. The pertinent dimensionless ratio for
frictional contact reads [2] as: η1 = η0(1 + µ/ tanα) (Eq. (1)).
Fig. 8 plots the response of the mechanical configuration of Fig. 6
(left), under the assumption of frictional contact. The two cases of
Fig. 8 differ only in the coefficient of friction, which is µ = 0.08
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Fig. 10. Self-similar response spectra, in dimensionless terms as in Fig. 9, of a skew bridge subsystem (Fig. 3) with dimensionless skew ratio η0 = 2.0 but different skew
angles α (εN = 0.5, µ = 0).

for the left and µ = 0.1 for the right column respectively. The
closely spaced values of friction coefficient in Fig. 8, underline the
distinct behaviours around the critical value of the dimensionless
skew ratio η1 = 1. For a coefficient of friction µ = 0.08 (Fig. 8-
left) frictional contact does not yield rotation since the resultant
impulses are (marginally) in different directionswith respect to the
centre of mass (η1 = 0.99 < 1) and the angular momentums can-
cel out [2]. On the contrary, for µ = 0.1 the angular momentums
are in the same direction, contact at the acute corner is lost (η1 =

1.02 > 1) and the deck rotates after full-edge contact.

3.4. Dimensionless spectra of the coupled response

Figs. 9 and 10 present novel self-similar response spectra of
the coupled response of a skew bridge subsystem (Fig. 3). The
spectra read in dimensionless terms and are calculated for a given
dimensionless skew ratio η0 but different skew angles α. Fig. 9

differs from Fig. 10 only in the dimensionless skew ratio which is
equal to unity η0 = 1 (the critical value) and to 2 respectively.
Contact is considered frictionless and hence, exactly as for the
two cases compared in Fig. 6, rotation appears only for η0 = 2,
regardless of the frequency of the excitation. Note that for α =

0 (no skew) the problem diminishes to the pounding oscillator
examined thoroughly in [1] for which no transverse displacements
y or rotations θ develop.

In general, even though the response is coupled and quite
complex, the shape of the response spectra (Figs. 9–11) of the
transverse displacements, as well as the rotations yielded from
contact, highlight a clear pattern, to date, unknown. Themaximum
(contact-induced) transverse displacements (Figs. 9 and 10) aswell
as the maximum rotations (Fig. 10) both scale with the sin 2α
values (sin 20° < sin 40° < sin 60° = sin 120° < sin 80° =

sin 100°). This agreement is even better in the absence of rotational
response (η0 ≤ 1). Note that transverse displacements are plotted
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Fig. 11. Self-similar response spectra for a skew bridge subsystem (Fig. 3) with dimensionless skew ratio η0 = 2.0 for given dimensionless gaps Πδ , in dimensionless terms
as in Fig. 10.

in a slightly different scale. Furthermore, the influence of contact
and hence coupling is more pronounced in the low range of the
frequency spectrum (short-period excitations/ flexible structures)
and practically negligible in the upper range of the frequency
spectrum (long-period excitations/ stiff structures).

On the other hand, the longitudinal response displacement
spectra are strongly affected (Figs. 9 and 10) by the skew angle α
and they are almost indifferent to the dimensional skew ratio η0.
For small skew angles, say α = 10°, the behaviour of the skew
bridge subsystem resembles more the response of the pounding
oscillator [1] and hence the form of the spectrum is more reminis-
cent to the pounding oscillator response spectrum. For large skew
angles, say α = 50° or 60°, the vibration deviates to the trans-
verse direction, due to contact, and hence the maximum trans-

verse displacements increase. A site-effect of this deflection is that
for large skew angles the maximum longitudinal displacements
are less sensitive to short-period excitations (low range of the fre-
quency spectrum) andmore sensitive to excitations near their nat-
ural (translational) frequency. In addition, the differences observed
for sine and cosine pulses are similar to those of the response spec-
tra of the pounding oscillator and stem primarily from the very
different nature of the two pulses. Sine pulses represent forward
motions, while cosine pulses represent forward–backward mo-
tions [1].

Fig. 11 investigates the influence of the (dimensionless) gap
Πδ = δωg2/ag size of the coupled response. Self-similar response
spectra are offered in dimensionless terms versus the structural
to excitation frequency ratio for a fixed skew angle (α = 20°).
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Fig. 12. Model of the bridge examined: plan (top) and elevation (bottom). g1–g4 are the potential contact points between the deck (rigid body) and the abutment (inelastic
half-space).

The couplingwhich causes rotations and transverse displacements
is more intense for smaller dimensional gaps Πδ = δω2

g/ag and
again is maximized in the low range of the frequency spectrum,
where contact ismore intense and frequent.When both abutments
are taken into account though (Section 4), rotations and transverse
displacements diminish as the gap size (Πδ) decreases.

4. Implementation of the proposed methodology to a skew
bridge with deck–abutment joints

The proposed methodology is implemented on a two-span
skew bridge with deck–abutment joints. The scope of the
application is to estimate the rotations that a (more) realistic
bridge model is expected to develop under a wide range of ground
motions and investigate how these rotations correlate with the
persistency of real ground motions. The examined bridge yields a
dimensionless skew ratio equal to η0 = sin 2α/(2W/L) = 1.48 >
1. There are 4 potential contact points (g1–g4) shown in Fig. 12 and
the contact parameters are estimated as εN = 0.5 and µ = 0.3.

The structural configuration illustrated in Fig. 12 is adopted
from Maragakis and Jennings [10] with the difference that
the abutments are considered as inelastic half-space and the
deck–abutment interaction as unilateral contact according to the
proposed non-smooth approach. The inertial properties of the
bridge model are taken as: m = 1547 t and Im = 1079 100 tm2

[10]. Both m and Im are considered concentrated at the centre of
mass of the deck. The restoring characteristics of the substructure
(piers and bearings) are assumed linear and elastic. The stiffness of
each bearing is 34 776 kN/m in both directions, while the stiffness
of each pier is 111 199 kN/m in the strong and 81 990 kN/m in
theweak axis accordingly. The bridge presents a slight eccentricity:
−0.24 m in the x–x, 0.01 m in the y–y direction with respect to the
centre of mass (C.M.) while the principal axes are creating an angle
of 20° (equal to the skew angle α) with the x–x and y–y axes. The
natural frequencies are calculated as: ω0x = 18 rad/s along the
x–x axis, ω0y = 19 rad/s along the y–y axis, while the rotational
frequency is Ω0 = 26 rad/s accordingly. Damping is assumed
constant for all (translational and rotational) modes of vibration
(ξ = 5%).

The system is excited in the longitudinal direction (along x–x
axis) with the 62 Greek records considered in [3]. These 62 ground
motions comprisemost of the available historic Greek recordswith
PGA (peak ground acceleration) of 0.1g or more. In Greece, all
types of faults coexist and it should be noted that, intentionally,

no shape restriction (pulse-type or otherwise) has been applied for
the records examined. The groundmotions are characterised using
ag = PGA and ωg = 2π/Tm, where Tm is the mean period [24]. For
each record the at-rest size of the joints between the deck and the
abutments (δ) is varied, so as to yield a given dimensionless gap
term Πδ = δω2

g/ag [3] (Fig. 13: Πδ = 0.5-top, Πδ = 1.0-middle
and Πδ = 2.0-bottom).

The results from the 62 records illustrate a satisfying correlation
between the persistency of the excitations Le = ag/ω2

g [m] and
the maximum response rotation θm (Fig. 13-left). The correlation
is better for smaller dimensionless gaps where contact is more
frequent. Note that very low rotation values (practically zero)
correspond to cases for which contact does not occur and
rotation is produced by the slight eccentricity of the bridge. The
rotational to translational frequency ratio of the bridge examined is
Ω0/ω0x = 1.43. Recall that the higher theΩ0/ω0x ratio, the smaller
the response rotations.

For comparison, all excitations are grouped into 4 sets
depending on the ratio of the structural frequency to the excitation
frequency (ω0x/ωg ). On the right side of Fig. 13 the same response
rotations, are offered in dimensionless terms. Unlike the results
from the skew bridge substructure (Fig. 11) the rotations of the
examined bridge for the smaller dimensionless gap (e.g. Πδ = 0.5
Fig. 13) are smaller. This is due to the bilateral obstruction of the
rotational vibration, caused by the presence of both abutments.
Yet, the rotational response is again more pronounced in the low
range of the frequency spectrum where contact phenomena are
more intense and/or frequent. In accordance with the proposed
spectra (Fig. 11), the dimensionless rotations, arising mainly from
contact, decline as the frequency ratios ω0x/ωg increase and
become practically negligible for ω0x/ωg ratios higher than 2.

5. Conclusions

The aim of the present paper is to bring forward the physical
mechanism of the contact-induced coupling in skew bridges with
deck–abutment joints. A fully non-smooth rigid body approach
is proposed which captures all physically feasible states of
single or multi-point frictional contact and impact with linear
complementarity formulations.

The seismic response of a simplified skew bridge subsys-
tem to simple pulse ground motions is analysed in depth. The
study underlines that the tendency of skew bridges to exhibit
transverse displacements and rotate (or potentially unseat) after
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Fig. 13. Seismic response analysis of a skew bridge (of Fig. 12) for given dimensionless gaps. Left: the maximum response rotation θ versus the persistency of the excitation
ag/ω2

g . Right: dimensionless spectra of the response rotation arising from contact.

deck–abutment collisions is not a factor of the skew angle alone,
but rather of the total geometry in plan plus friction. This is ex-
pressed with the proposed dimensionless skew ratios η0 and η1
for frictional and frictionless contact, respectively. It is shown that
the rotational response is very sensitive to small changes of the
dimensionless skew ratio η0 for values just above unity, which
correspond to many real-life cases.

Novel self-similar dimensionless response spectra describing
the transverse displacements and rotations which arise due to
the contact-induced coupling are offered. The proposed spectra of
the coupled response (transverse displacements, rotations) scale
with the numerator (sin 2α) of the dimensionless skew ratio
η0 and not with the skew angle α. The analysis also unveils
that the coupling is more pronounced in the low range of the
frequency spectrum (short-period excitations/flexible structures)
where contact is more intense and/or frequent.

The applicability of the proposed methodology is illustrated
with a pilot application to a typical skew bridge. It is shown
that the response rotations arising mainly from contact follow a
similar pattern with the proposed spectra and scale well with the
persistency of real earthquakes.
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